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INTRODUCTION'. 

The methods of indication described in this paper are not in 
themselves entirely new. Systems of' selective remote control, or 
supervisory control as it is called, have been in use in this country 
and in other parts of the world for several years, but it is only 
reoently that the subject has b eco100 of sufficient importance to justify 
the interest of any but the specialist. 

Centralised indication of the dispositions of switches and 
0£ meter readings has been adopted by the -Central Electricity Board 
for the British grid; it is thus very appropriate at the present 
time to consider the facilities offered by the various designs of 
indicating apparatus avaiJAble, and to see how important is the part 
played by signalling and communication in large modern transmission 
networks. A breii' resume of the advantages o:r interconnected networks, 
though probably already well knmvn, is inoluded. Mo e:pology is needed, 
however. as without the use of' fue signalling systaros described the 
operation of such networks v10.1ld be extren.ely dif:ficult and the resultant 
advantages and economies praotioally impossible to achieve. 

As the ~per deals With both light and heavy current 
engineering, Appendix l gives short explanations of' some of the terms 
used in eaeh branch. Appendix 2 gives typical axa.:mples of voice 
frecpency signalling on supervisory systems. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF INTERCONNECTION AlID THE 
NEED FOR CENTRAL SUPERVISION. 

Before passing on to more technical matbers. the problem 
of interconnected networks should be examined from an economical 
point of view. The obvious criticism. is that vthere nany isolated 
generating stations are already in operation, the construction of a.n 
interconnecting transmission grid with its associated tra.nsformer stations 
means a considerable increase in capital charges. This of course is 
perfectly true, but the construction of a grid me.y also be consicl,ered 
as e. rapid :means of depreciating and superseding obsolete or inefficient 
generating plant. 



.A.t 3lsto March, 1931, the aggregate value of the 
::£.z::..:zum loa as on the Gener a ting Stations of various 
.::_5.srta ker s in Great Britain was 3,801,342 kW.. The combined 
s=~~ltaneous naximum. load was, of course, somewhat less than 
:~~s figure owing to non-coincidence of time and date of the 
:..:-_5.5-vid ua. 1 maximum load. · 

Tho ratio of the aggregate value of the loads to the 
::tal capacity of generating plant installed was 100 to 183., 
:..::o.icating a plant capacity of about 83% in excess: of the 
::£. ximum. demand. · · 

By the interconnection of the generating stations 
by means of the Grid, this excess can be reduced to a more 
rational figure of 20%/25% with corresponding savings in 
capital expenditure., 

The provision of inter connection wil 1 also enable 
the total output required to be divided over the various 
selected stations with regard to efficiency in operation. 
The more efficient stations with low working costs will be 
used to supply the greater part of the energy at high load · 
factors (base load stations), while the balance will be taken 
from the less efficient, more costly stations, with a 
resulting overall saving in operating expenses. 

The existence of the Grid will also enable the water 
power resources of the country to be utilised to better 
advantage., although under existing condit ions with cheap coa 1 
available, near the load centres, water power in this country 
is unlikely to assume the same importance as abroad in places 
where coal is relatively expensive. 

The advantages of interconnected systems are 
analoijous to "graaing" in automatic telephony, where a 
"grid · is used in the form of common trunks to absorb 
overflows of traffic from several groups of apparatus. 
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With such possibilities to be considered it is 
obvious that an interconnected power system cannot be 
operated successfully without an accurate knowledge of the 
looo conditions obtaining at each station., togethairwith 
an efficient means of controlling and distribut :ing the 
outputs of the generating units, and also without means 
of supervising the switching operations on the system 
all at some central point. Load despatching, as this 
function is called in .America, can be perforll,led directly 
by remote control from a central office or, a:s is the 
case in the British Grid., by me·ans of communications 
transmitted to operating room staffs in various parts of 
the system, or by a combination of both methods. Each 
method h8$ its own particular application and both are 
dependent upon rapid and accurate signalling. In this 
paper ·, some of the methods available are discussed and 
classified. 

SUPffi VISORY SIGNALLING CHlNNEIS. 

The indicating equipment at the central control 
room is operated over signa,l channels which radiate to each 
station in _the section. These signal channels serve the 
dual purpose of placing before the control engineer a 
continuous instantaneous record of the varying conditions 
of the system and at the same time provide him with means 
of . communication or control. The channels may be pra.vate ly 
owned or may be single pairs rented from the publi_c telephone 
authorities. The low rental cost of hired lines is very 
attractive compared with the high capital and installation 
cost of privately owned pilot wires. 

Again, should the rented channel fail, an alternative 
can be provided innnediately over another route, if necessary. 
Furthermore; advantage may be taken of repeater-amplified 
channels to permit satisfactory signalling· over long distances. 
Also, the possibility of using the power transmission wires 
themselves for signalling purposes _l~y means of carrier 
currents should not be ove&ooked. hitherto, however, the 
cost of the necessary safe isolation has been prohibitive • 
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Before permitting the circuits hired from them to 
be used for the Grid's central indicating equipment, the 
Post Office have insisted on elaborate precautions being 
taken to avoid arry possibility whatever of high voltage 
reaching the communication system. In addition to 
guarding against any possibility of direct electrical 
contact between the high voltage and tl:e communication 
systems, special attention has been directed to protection 
against their filtration of high voltages due to fall of 
potential across earth connections, which might take place 
if by any chance the communication circuits were conilected 
between two points having a high difference of potential 
set up by a large power earth current flowing through a 
high earth resistance. Figure 1 shows the conditions on 
which this theory is based c 

When us ing alter nat img current s ignall ing , a line 
transformer specially insulated between windings and case 
is a suitable safeguard~ V!b.en using direct current 
signalling, an. insulated line signalling battery is used 
which is connected to the line by specially insulated relays. 
The insulated line battery sometimes takes the form of a 
small D .C. generator coupled to a sn.all motor by., a special 
insulated coupling. The line receiving and transmitting 
relays have specially insula tea armatures which engage the 
signalling contacts. Figo2. 

SCME FACILITIES PROVIDED BY SUPEl VISORY EQUIPMENT. 
- FIG.3. --- --

In cases where a large number of different 
signalling services are provided over a single communication 
channel, a definite order of p1-.iori ty has to be allotted to 
each facility and means have to be provided to avoid a loss 
of any signals whose receipt is temporarily interrupted or 
suspended. Naturally, different systems merit different 
orders of priority for the var ious f ac ili ties provided. 
It is., however, definitely recognised that the indications 
of circuit breaker positions should have priority over all 
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other signalso This means that if a circuit breaker should 
trip in the course of a telephone conversation, the parties 
will be disconnected for a few seconds while the change in 
breaker position is recorded. In the same way, other 
facilities may be given priority the one over the other in 
the following order. 

(1) Indications of nositions of circuit breakers. ,_ 

( 2) · Telephone communications. 

(3) Indications of positions of transformer tap change switches. 

(4) Visual instruction signals. 

(5) Meter readingso 

Each of these facilities is discussed in detail 
in subsequent sections. All indications are continuous 
that is to say, changes are recorded immediately they occur. 
At the same time, visual and audible alarms are reeeived. 

The transmission of illuminated stereotyped 
instructions from a central control office to various 
operating shifts overcomes trouble from misunderstanding or 
misconstrued telephone messages, the consequences of which 
could be very serious. 

EQUIPMENT AT CE1\1TRAL CONTROL STATION. 

The equipment at the central station varies 
considerably in different systems. The following items 
are typical of equipment used on the British Grid. 

(1) Automatic indicating board showing the position 
of the transmission system breakers., isolating., 
earthing and transformer tap changing switches 
together with remotely indicated meter readings 
for each station. 

(2) Control engineer's desko 

(3) Manually operated miniature diagram. 

(4) Telephone attendant's cabinet. 
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Automatic Indicating Boards. 

Diagram 4 shows how station information is 
indicated on the automatic indicating board at the N.W.Grid 
control room. 

Each vertical panel represents one grid station. 
On the upper portion of the board, painted in contrasting 
colours on a background of primrose, is a diagram of the 
complete 132 kV transmission system including indications 
of -each oil circuit breaker, transformer, isolator and earthing 
switch~ 

Each oil circuit breaker is renresented in the 
diagram by a separate pair of coloured lamps, one red, the · 
other green. The red lamp glows when the breaker is closed 
and the green lamp glows when the breaker is open. 

Each transformer is represented by a "double circle'1 

convention. The isolator and earthing switches are 
represented by non-automatic semaphore indicators (Fig.5), 
let into the face of the board. 

Immediately beneath the diagram on each station 
-panel are the meters. There are two instruments for each 
transforming station to indicate the true power (Megawatts) 
and reactive kVA (Megavars). vVhere the transforming station 
is capable of exporting power the meters have centre zero 
scales to show the amount of power transferred to or from the 
system. A third meter is also -provided with a side zero scale 
to show the total load on each generating station. The lower 
part of each station panel contains luminous transformer 

, tapping indicators, corresponding to the "double circle 11 

transformer conventions appearing in the system diagram on 
the upper portion of the station panel. Each indicator 
consists of 15 lamps., one of which glows continuously 
corresponding to the tap position on which the particular 
transformer is working. Immediately above the transformer 
indicators are the station alarm pilot lamps and meter and 
alarm resetting keys. When a station signals a change in 
position of a breaker or transformer tapping, the particular 
station alarm pilot lamp glows on the indicating board, 
attracting the attention of the control engineer to the station 
panel on which the change has been indicated. In addition to 
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FIG. 5. 

Semaphore Indicator. 



Fig. 6. Control Room, Central Scotland Electricity Scheme. 

Fig. 7. Control Engineer's Desk. 



the pilot lamp there is a common alarm bell which rings 
in the control room whenever a change occurs. VVhen the 
station alarm reset key is operated, it causes the alarm 
bell to stop ringing and the alarm pilot lamp to be 
extinguished. Operation of the meter key causes the station 
to transmit signal pulses.to se~ the meters to the latest 
readings. · 

=ontrol Engineers Desks. 

The control engineers desk provides acJommodation 
for two engineers who have each a separate control key board 
arranged so as not to iRterrupt the view of the automatic 
indicating board. Fig.6G 

A manually operated miniature diagram is situated 
in the centre of the top of the desk. 

The control key boards enable the engineers to 
establish direct telephone conversation with any station, 
and listen to, or interrupt, any conversation between the 
::ianual telephone board and the distant stations. 

Each engineer has facilities for transmitting to 
each generating station any one of seven stereotyped operating 
instructions, which are displayed and acknowledged in the 
operating room at the distant station. 

A set of lamps, each of which corresponds to 
a visual instruction, is provided for each generating station. 
One of the lamps is always glowing, indicating the instruction 
last transmitted and acknowledged by the distant station. 

Meter and alarm resetting keys are provided on the 
desk and operate in parallel with those on the automatic 
indicating board. 

MP.Jm.ALLY OPERATED MINIATURE DIAGRAM. 

The miniature diagram (3'-6 11 x 4'-6 11 approx.) in 
the top centre of the desk shows the oil circuit breakers, 
isolating switches, earthing switches and transmission lines 
throughout the entire grid system. All switch in~ications 
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Fig. 8. Wall Diagram, Central Scotland Electricity Scheme. 



on the indicating board are re~resented by small switches 
fitted w~th semaphore indicating knobs. 

~hese small switches are hand operated and in the 
case of oil circuit breakel's where automatic inJ.ications are 
received, serve to maintain the alarm until they are reset to 
correspond with the new conditions. 

In the case of isolating and ea1•thing switches, 
which are not of sufficient importance to be automatically 
indicated, the small switch indicators ::n the llll:t1=.ature 
diagraJJ. control the corresponding electromagnetic semaphure 
indicators on the indicating board. Fig.4. 

In one section of the British Grid System, the 
isolating and earthing semaphore indicators do not appear on 
the automatic indicating board but on a separate wall diagram. 
Other semaphore indicators representing the oil circuit 
breakers, which are automatically indicated by lamps on the 
indicating board, are also included on the same wall diagram. 
(Fig.8.) 

In another section of the grid the 'indicating 
board is part of the control desk and there are no indications 
of the is.olators and earthing switches other than the small 
switch indications on the miniature diagram. With the 
consequent reduction· in space avail~ble, the transformer tapving 
indications appear as edgowise meter indicators. 

Telephone Attendants' Cabinets. 

This is a manual telenhone. board. and is for the purpose 
of extending calls between the control room offices and 
any of the stations in the area. · 
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AUTOMA_TIC INDICATIOH OF SPITCHGE.A.R 

Initiation of Signal Train 

Signals are transmitted tci the control room to 
correct the corresponding indications whenever the position 
of a circuit breaker or transformer tapping is changed. 
The signal is initiated by a start circuit associated with 
the particular unit to be indicated. 

·while there are many types of ·, change st1rt" 
circuits, the best are those that have the principle of 
allocating to each unit an individual "following storage". 
circuit, which sets itself to correspond with the disposition 
of the unit being indicated. This feature is not provided 
in schemes depending upon the transit time of the unit. 

When a change occursn the position signalling contacts 
in the new position and the following storage" circuit in the 
old position energis.e a common start relay (SR Fig.9). The 
start relay initiates the signal train and then allows the 
11 follo1~ring storage" circuit to correct itself so that only 
one signal train is transmitted. 

By the use of latching or ,permanent magnet relays 
or rotary selectors, "change start' circuits consume current 
only during the initiation of signal trains. Continuous 
current consumption at the remote station in some cases is 
a serious consideration, especially in the event of failure 
of the main supply, when the indicating equipment relies on 
the reserve capacity of the signalling battery. 

Examples of various types for breaker signalling:-
(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Those vrl1ich use an initiating relay connected in 
series with the operating supply. 
Those in which a series circuit containing the 
breaker contacts is momentarily disconnected during 
the operation of the breaker. 
Those in which a contact is made momentarily during 
the operation of the breaker. 
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Start Circuit with "followin storage" feature 
rea <:ers 

Two individual wires and one comm.on wire are usually 
connected to the change start circuits from the signalling 
contacts of each circuit breaker. The tv110 individual leads 
which are energised singly, one when the breaker is closed, 
the other when the breaker is open, control the operation and 
relea·se of a latching relay which in this example constitutes 
the "following storage" circuit. -

· . 

Relay SR is energised by the operation of the 
signalling contacts, and locks up on its second winding. 
The latching relay does not operate in series with the high 
re s·istance of re Ly SR but waits until the operation of SR 
provides it with a full negative supply. In operating, relay 1 

·latches an-0 disconnects its operating supply. The circuit 
is now ready to respond to the next operation of the breaker. 

Change Start Circuit with "following storage" feature for 
transformer tapp1ngs (Fig.9) 

A common wire and one wire for each tap are connected 
between each set of transformer tap signalling contacts and 
the change start circuits. A latching relay is provided for 
each transformer tapping. The circuit is similar to the one 
already described with the exception that as only one wire is 
provided for each tapping and not two as for a breaker, the 
latched relay corresponding to the olQ tapping is unlatched 
oy the operation of the common start relay 8R. Hhere there is 
.e, considerable di stance between the transf armer tap signalling 
contacts and the auxiliar7r plant housed in which the signalling 
equipment is housed, the 'change start circuits are housed 
i~ a weatherproof box near the transformers and are connected 
:~ the plant-house by two wires only. 

: ·:-ansmis sion of Sie;nal Train (Fig. 9) 

The signal train transmitted fron the transforming · 
:::e.tion contains sufficient information to check and correct, 
~~ere necessary, all the breaker and tapping indications at 
t~~ control room, including that of the particular device 
.:-s 3Donsible for the initiation of the train. 
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To do this, a ~1ulse per indication is transmitted, 
the polarity determining whether the corresponding signal 
lamp should glow. For example, 40 pulses would be required 
if there were 10 circuit breakers and 2 - 11 15 tap" transformers 
(10 + 2 x 15). Pulsing at the rate of 10 pulse indications 
pur second would result in all the station indications being 
checkeu a~d ·corrected in 4 seconds. 

The operation of the start relay SR operates the 
line impulsing relay IMP_which, besides transmitting current 
to line, energises the signal transmitting switch ST. Switch 
ST energised, releases relay IMP which releases ST which then 
steps to the second position. This inter-operatiJn of relay 
IMP and switch ST continues until all the pulses have been 
transmitted and switch ST is back on the home or No.l nosition. 
. -

The polarity of each impulse tranmnitted is 
determined by the operation or non-operation of the line 
reversing relay RV which, connected to a wiper on the signal 
transmitting switch ST, tests in turn the conaition of each 
"following storage" circuit, which as already described is 
in a position corresponding to that of its associated breaker 
or tap signalling contact. In this example the line pulses 
are normal when the breaker is open or the tap not in use and 
reversed when the breaker is closed or the tap i~ use. 

At the control room the signal 9ulses are received 
on two polarized relays, one operating on normal polarityc . .L · 

and the other on rever.sad polarity pulses. .The operation of 
the polarised relays steps a signal distributor switch SD 
around its bank, maklng contact in turn with the various lamp 
control circuits which are operated in accordance with the 
polarity of the pulse received on each bank position. 

Signal Indicating Circuits and Devices (Fie.9) 

A characteristic feature_ of breaker and tap 
indicating circuits is that the lamp control relays or signal 
devices are not dependent upon the control battery to retain 
the signal last received, so that should the control battery 
fail, the signals on the indicator board are not lost. This 
feature is obtained by the use of latching relays, permanent . 
magnet locking relays, or mechanical indicators, which remain 
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in the position to which they we·re last electrically set 
by the control battery. The lighting supply for the signal 
lamps is alternating current suitably ste1ped down from 
the mains. 

Circuit Breakers (Fig.9) 

Connected to the bank position corresponding to 
the circuit breaker indication is a permanent magnet locking 
relay ML, the contacts of which control the lighting of the 
circuit breaker indicating lamps. The locking relay operates 
on a reversed pulse and remains operated due to the permanent 
magnet, thereby lighting the "closed" lamp. V!hen tt.e breaker 
trips, a normal polarity signal pulse neutralises the holding 
effect of the permanent magnet, thus releasing the relay and 
causing the "closed" indication to be replaced by the "open" 
indication. 

In &Oi.!le cases, an alternative arrangement is used 
in which red and green lamps illuminate the same aperture 
in the panel instead of each appearing individually. This 
arrangement is useful where space is limited. 

Transformer Ta~pin~ 8witches(Fig.9) 

ilhile the indicating circuits for the transformer 
tap switches can consist of sets of storing relays of the 
latching or locking ty~e, as in the case of breakers, a rotary 
selector TS has been chosen in this case as a convenient 
example. 

The tap si'.7.nal selector TS responds to the normal 
uulse s received on -oole,rised relay OUT 1 i.e. '1 tapping not in 
use" pulses). .. + 

The uulse corresuondin~ to the tan in use is of 
reversed :901arlty, as already ex51ained, and a locking circuit 
is provided at the control room_ to prevent the balance of 
the-pulses operating the selector, which thus remains in 
position and lights the lamp associated with the tap in use. 
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Indication Alarm Signals (Fig.9) 

In series with the semaphore switch contacts 
representing the circuit breaker in the miniature diagram 
is an alarm relay CCB which operates when the switch position 
does not correspond with the lamp control relay ML as is 
che case when the breaker change is signalled. 

Relay CCB operating, lights the corresponding 
station nilot alarm lamp in series with a common alarm relay 
CAL which rings the control room alarm bell. 

In series with CCB are a pair of "flicker" contacts 
FLR which cause the breaker indicating lamp associated with 
the position from which the breaker has just changed to 
"flicker" . 

The control engineer, by correcting the position 
of the semaphore switch on the miniature diagram releases 
relay CCB which extinguishes the station pilot lamp and cuts 
off alarn bell and circuit breaker flicker. 

For each transformer there is a "tan flicker" 
selector TF which is normally in a position corresponding 
to the last tap indication received. Vllien a fresh tap 
signal is received, causing selector TS to move to a new 
contact, a circuit is completed for relay CCT in series with 
the flicker contact FLR. This causes the old indication to 
flicker and the new indication to glow steadily. Relay CCT 
lights the appropriate alarm pilot lamp and causes the alarm 
bell to ring until the reset key is depressed. This uauses 
selector TF to rotate until it corresponds to the new 
indication in which position relay CCT is released and the 
visual and audible alarms disconnected. 

SIGNAL TRAIN TESTING METHODS (Fig.10~ 

Due to the possibility of external interference 
with signal trains, methods have been devised to test whether 
signals have been received correctly. There are two methods 
which are widely used. 
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(1) Revertive impulsing, where each pulse has to be 
. answered. by the.receiving station before the next 

pulse is transmitted. 

(2) Impulse counting, which has the advantage of bei-ng 
simple and extremely rapid, as no time is wasted 
in testing each impulse individually. 

From the examples already explained it will be 
appreciated that the signal distributor switch SD responds 
to each impulse of the train which contains a fixed number 
of pulses. Therefore, when the train finishes, the signal 
distributor SD should always havcl reached a definite bank 
position. If SD is not on this position, having lost or 
gained pulses due to line interference or some other form 
of disturbance, a repeat signal relay RP operates, 
transmitting an impulse to the transforming station which 
re-transmits the signal train. In this way it is impossible 
for the control room to accept a "marred" signal train, as 
this testing and re-transmission of signals is repeated until 
the signal train is received correctly. 

REMOTE SELECTION METHODS 

In a supervisory control system where a number of 
points have to be individually controlled over a common 
channel, some method of selecting these points is 
necessary. 

To ensure absolute reliability, it is essential 
that the method of remote selection employed embodies a 
testing feature, which indicates that the remote selection 
has been correctly made. 

There are many ingenious methods of remote 
selection, the best of which are based on one or other of 
the following principles :-

(a) Revertive impulsing 
(b) Impulse counting 

The revertive impulsing method depends upon each 
impulse transmitted by the control room being answered by a 
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check impulse or condition transmitted by the controlled station. 
The check impulse is only transmitted when the selector has 
correctly responded to the preceding selection impulse from the 
control room. 

The impulse counting method depends upon a fixed 
quantity of impulses being transmitted to the controlled 
station. The polarity, frequency, intensit7t, or length of the 
impulse is altered when the "control point' selector is 
expected to be on the corre.ct position. The remainder of the 
impulses then onerates a "selection check" selector in place 
of the "control~point" selector, so that the total positions 
stepped by both selectors equals the number of impulses 
transmitted. The operating circuit for the selected operation 
is completed only when the "selection check11 and "control 
point" selectors have been stepped to positions which are 
complementary. 

As an example, on a 25 point selection system where 
the 18th point is to be selected, the "control point" 
selector would have to be on position 18 and the "selection 
checkn selector on position 7-before the 18th point could be 
controlled. 

'Nhile the"revertive impulsing" methocl. is quicker 
for a small number of selectioil points (up to 10), the 
ri impulse counting" method is more simple and saves time on 
s system with a large number of points. 

With the !Jim.pulse counting" method, any one of 1000 
-:0ints can be selected and proved in less than four seconds. 

Another method of selection proof is the provision 
---· a self-balancing bridge at the control room. The 
c:~trolled station answers the selection train with a 
~ssistance loop which varies in resistance with the position 
=sleeted. This method is dependent upon the use of short 
=s:alliclines of good insulation. 

TRANS}USSION OF STEREOTYPED INqTRUCTI0NS 

As there is always a risk of misunderstanding 
-=-= :'.:..snhone communications, the more important operating instructions 
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in frequent use are transmitted on a system somewhat similar 
to an engine room telegraph. 

At the control room there is a set of lamps for each 
station on the system, and each lamp in a set corresponds to 
different stereotyped instructionsn- such as "raise KW"", 
"lower KJ.rv1' "start up" "shut down "control" 11 steady" 
ff 11' I • I I . , 

stand by, etc. One lamp in each set glows continuously 
indicating the instruction last answered by the relevant 
station. This ·enables the control engineer to see at a glance 
the instructions to which the stations are working. 

The transmission of stereotyped instructions to the 
opera-ting staff at a. distant station is controlled from the 
engineer's desk. 

To send an instruction, the engineer rotates a 
common instruction dial to a position designated with the 
instruction he wishes to transmit, and then oper2tes a key 
allocated to the station required. This causes a train of 
selection imRulses to be transmitted to the station to 
operate the control" and "selection check11 selectors.(Fig.11). 

At the distant station the instruction appears on a 
visual instruction indicator, accompanied by an aud.lble alarm, 
and at the same time a signal is transmitted to the control 
station causing the lamp associated with the new instruction 
to flicker; this denotes that correct selection has been made. 
At the control room the condition is now one lamp glowing · 
continuously corresponding to the old instruction and another 
lamp "flicke1·ing" to indicate the latest instruction. 

The attendant at the distant station answers the 
alarm and instruction indication by rotating an answering 
dial to the illuminated instruction. This action cuts off 
the bell and extinguishes the indicator and at the same 
time sends a signal to the control station, which causes the 
flickering lamp to glow continuously and the other lamp to 
be extinguished. 

A visual and audible alarm warns the control engineer 
to restore the station sending key and so relase the equipment. 
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REMOTE INDICATION OF METER READINGS 

For some considerable time, much attention and 
ingenuity has been devoted by engineers to the successful 
transmission and indication of meter readings over long 
distances as witnessed by the vast number of patent 
specification filed in this category. 

Remote metering as it is termed can generally be 
segregated into any of four classes. 

(a) Direct quantitative metering, including 
potentiometer, and the like, translation 
of complex sources such as Kl~ and KVA. 

(b) Start stop synchronous metering. 

(c) Variable power factor or frequency metering. 

(d) Impulse metering. 

(a) Direct metering, as it is most often termed, has great 
popularity as it provides continuous instantaneous 
readings with the least amount of metering equipment. 

One end of the line is connected to the instrument 
transformer, shunt, potentiometer, or thermo-cpuple 
as the case may be, while the other end is connected to 
a suitable meter. 

The supervisory control lines can be used for direct 
metering provided the meter current is in simple form, 
readings of filV and KVA being translated by self-balancing 
potentiometer equipment. In this case, when the lines 
are required by the supervisory control equipment, a pulse 
of twice full scale intensity, opposite polarity or 
momentary disconnection would lock off the meter and its 
associated equipment at each end of the line. Using the 
clearing b7i disconnection method, the meter wo~ld have to 
be of the 'set up" zero type, so as no; to register on 
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the residual line current used for maintaining the reading. 

While direct metering is used wherever possible, its use 
is limited to metallically continuous lines of small and 
constant resistance with a high degree of insulation. 

(b) Start stop synchronous methods employ the principle that 
the interval of time between the start and the stop 
signals is variable and proportional to the quantity to 
be metered. 

In this method two meters are provided, one at each 
station. The transmitting me_ter has two pointers, one 
continuously indicating the reading, the other actuated 
by a motor until the pointers ooincide in position. The 
meter at the receiving station has only a motor pointer. 

The reading is transmitted with both motor pointers 
initially in the zero position. When a "start" impulse 
is transmitted, both pointers move in synchronism. 

When the transmitting motor pointer coincides with the 
"reading" pointer, a "stop" impulse is transmitted cuasing 
both motor pointers to stop. 

This method of metering, while making possible the 
transmission of simple and complex readings over any type 
of transmission channel, metallic, voice frequency, or 
radio, has the inherent disadvantages of remote 
synchronous equipment and is only suitable for "spot" 
readings. 

(c) This method translates the scale reading into an 
alternating current, the frequency or power factor of 
which is varied in proportion to the quantity to be 
measured 1 whilst both the frequency and power factor 
methods have much to commend them where short distances 
are involved, these methods suffer from the disadvantage 
that it is difficult to obtain sufficiently sensitive 
receiving devices for use on long distances. 
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(d) Impulse metering translates the scale reading into. 
impulses varying in number in proportion to the reading. 
As with start stop metering, the advantages of impulse 
metering are that the accuracy is not affected by 
transmission channel characteristics, can easily be 
adapted to operate in conjunction with supervisory control 
equipment and can be superimposed on channels already in 
use for other purposes by the use of voice frequency 
signalling and filters. 

Metering by impulses is flexible in that it can be . 
arranged to give "spot" readings of a distant meter or 
follow its fluctuations. Both methods have their own 
field of application. In some cases it may be essential 
that a control engineer should be able to know to what 
extent a particular load is varying; in others> where 
little fluctuation is probable, an instantaneous 
indication or "spot" reading is sufficient. With "spot" 
readings, the readings for the whole sy-stem are transmitted 
rapidly in succession without individual selection, ~hich 
is necessary for continixJils type metering. 

The translation into pulses of the meter reading is 
effected by means of Midworth apparatus for continuous 
readings and by a special contact device attached to the 
meter in the case of "spot" readings. 

The Midworth apparatus - Fig. 12 - is used to provide 
sufficient power to drive the impulse generating device 
without impairing the sensitivity of the initiating 
instrument. Fundamentally, Midworth equipment consists of 
an initiating contact coupled to the meter pointer and 
riding between two insulated contacts of a second needle 
which is driven by a motor until the initiating contact 
rides freely between the two contacts. The direction the 
motor drives is governed by the particular contact engaged. 

The translation into pulses of spot readings is effected 
by a contacting device or transmitter attached to the rear 
of the meter. (Fig. 13). The transmitter is a spring 
contact arm rigidly attached to the meter spindle. This 
contact arm moves quite freely with the instrument 
movement, acting like an ~uxiliary pointer. An 
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Fig. 13. Instrument fitted with Contact 
Metering Transmitter. 

Fig. 14. Internal view of Contact Metering 
Transmitter. 
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Mechanism of Typical Mechanical Meter. 

Mechanical Meter fitted with two pointers. 
Fig. 17. 



insulated ring o:f contact studs, each of which is associated 
· with a particular me:ter reading, is mounted under the contact.. 

arm. 

When it is desired to transmit the reading, an electro magnet 
is energised, causing a bakelite ring to clamp the contact -
arm against the contact corresponding to the reading.(Figs.14&15). 

At the same time., a selector commences to stepj transm.i tting 
for each step an impulse to the control room to drive a 
ratchet and pawl mechanical meter. 

The contact studs on the meter a~e wired consecutively to 
the selector so the,t when the "marked" contact is reached, 
a relay operates to cut off further pulses. The mechanical 
meter ~t the control room is thus left in the position 
corresponding to the 11 spot" reading transmitter. (Fig.16 show.s 
the circuit arrangements for spot impulse metering). 

The number of contact studs in the contact meter depends 
upon the degree of B,ccuracy required for the remote reading, 
e.g. 21 studs give 2~% lJlaximum error on a full scale reading, 
41 studs 1¼%, etc. 

~There meter readings are naturally associated, for e~ample 
KW and KVA readings, current and power factor, for a particular 
machine, or feeder, it is often convenient to record each of 
these on a single meter equipped with two separate pointers 
(Fig.17.). . - _ 

This system is robust, simple and particularly fast; 10 meter 
readings each with a maximum full scale error or! 2½% can be 
transmitted in approximately 12.5 seconds. 

TELEPHONE~ 

.In central supervi_sory systen-ls, . where the actual 
oper-ations are initiated at the distant station and not at 
the control room as in remote control systems, some means _of . 
communication is required between the control and distant 
stations. 
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The visual instruction system already explained 
does not cover all contingencies and a telephone system is 
therefore necessary. 

The same channel is used for indication and 
telephony. 

Fig.18,, 
A complete tele-phone system is illustrated in - .. 

It is arranged that all telephones on the system . 
oan communicate with each other~ Calls between the control 
engineer and the operating staff at the distant stations take 
precedence over any other calls, the control desk being 
equipped wtth a com~lete tele~hone switchboard. A telephone 
attendant's cabinet is sometimes -provided to relieve the 
control desk during busy periods. ·· 

Thermionic repeaters are -provided at the control 
stations fo1• the amplif1catio:n of speech between the more 
remote stations. ·· ·-

Selective calling of the satellite station 
telephones where more than one share the same line is a 
accomplished by means of different calling frequencies, 
one -pe1., telephone, the telephone bells being 11 tuned11 to 
respond to their own particular calling frequency. 
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VOICE FREQUENCY SIGNALLING. 

VI/here the signal lines are not metallically continuous, 
having been phantomed or having repeaters inserted, signals 
are transmitted in the form of alterilating currents at frequencies 
within the voice frequency spectrumo 

Frequency Range. 

Alternating currents at frequencies from 10 to 3500 
cycle3 per second may be used although the voice frequency 
range 200 to 2500 cycles is more usual, as it permits the use 
of ordinary telephone channels. The alternating current for 
signalling is obtained from eithe1• small inductor type 
alternators or thermionic valve oscillators .. 

Voice Fre9,,uency _Aeceiver~ 

Voice frequency receivers~can be of the tuned relay or 
tuned thermionic valve type., 

The relay receiver is either electrically "tuned11 

with a resonating circuit or mechanically tunefr.with a 
resonating reed or pendulum.~ The relay receiver can only be 
used where strong signals aPe available and therefore is not 
used as much as the valve receivero 

The valve receiver one rates on the "anode bena" 
principle, in that no anode c~rrent flows to operate the relay 
receiver until the incoming signal makes the grid less negative. 

In one method the receiver is arranged to work en 
varying signal intensities by connecting a 11eo:1 tube across 
the tertiary winding of the intervalve transformero A 
strong signal which would normally overload the receiver 
causes the neon tube to flash over, thereby dec:reasing the 
impedance of tertiary circuit. This attenuate~ some of the 
signal and passes on a constant signal i11tensity to the 
receiving valve., 



Filters~ 

These are networks com~osed of inductances and 
condensers arranged to pass certain frequencies and to prevent 
the passage of others~ 

The use of filters · allows signalling .~t 6ertain 
frequencies to be carried oh simultaneously with speech on the 
same channel with complete secrecy, 

Speech articulation is not seriously depreciated by 
removing frequencies below 400 and above 2,500 cyoles, .which 
frequencies therefore are available for simultaneous signalling 
without interfering in any way with the conversation. 

There are four types of filter, low pass, high pass, 
band pass and band elimination, the two most frequen~ used 
being the low and high pass types. 

Choice of Frequencies. 

Three frequencies are used: high, medium and low, to 
be the equivalent of the reversed and normal polarities and 
line series holding pro~erties of direct current signalling. 

At the time of writing, no thermionic receivers have 
been entirely successful in responding to pure frequencies in 
the voice.frequency range yet unresponsive to the complex 
speech frequencies. It is for this reason that the medium 
and high frequency receivers are normally disconnected from 
the line and connected only when a low frequency is received; 
the low frequency (300 cycles approx.) having been removed from 
the conversation by a 400 cycle high pass filter. 

CENTRAL SUPERVISION OF TWO STATIONS 
ON I Co.MMoN CONTROL CMNNEL. 

Economy in control channels can be effected by 
connecting stations in pairs to single channels, operating 
the nearer station on direct current signals and the remote 
station with voice frequency current with little or no 
alteration ~o existing circuits. If line conditions 
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necessitate voice frequency working for both stations, a 
different method of operation is ado-oted to avoid signal 
cohgestion and to preserve signal prlority; . The two stations 
have different low frequencies, 300 cycle and 350 cycle, yet 
the same medium and high frequencies. Selection is 
performed by tra~smitting the medium. and hi~h pulses in th~ 
norm.al way but with the low frequehcy peculiar to the station 
in which selection is to be made. 

V\Jhen a station w~nts to send a breaker change signal 
to the central station, it commences to send its low frequency 
in 11 on and off11 periods of one a second until a pulse of 
similar frequency, transmitted by the central station during 
the silent period, is received to cause the station to transmit 
its breaker change. 

The answering pulse transmitted by the central station 
would be delayed if a signal train was being simultaneously 
received from the o~her station. The answering pulse would 
be transmitted intrri.ep.iately if the line was in use for telephony., 
the breaker change having priority. 

The signal train introductory signals cannot be 
heard by the conversing parties, as the frequencies 300 and 
350 are below the cut off figure, 400 cycles. 

EMERGENCY TELEPHONES. 

Means are provided for switching the control lines 
over to local battery magneto telephones on receipt of magneto 
call from the other end of the line in the event of the 
indicating equipment or supply failing at either station. 

INTER-TRIPPING OF CIRCUrr BREAKERS. 

It is often necessary, in fault isolation, for the 
tripping of a circuit breaker at one end of a transmission 
line to effect the tripping of the circuit breaker at the 
other ~nd. This is usually performed by protective relays 
connected to the power system or by the use of auxiliary pilot 
wires. 
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EMERGENCY STAND-BY EQUIPMENT. 

At the transforming stations, anode current is 
obtained from metal rectifiers, automatically changing over 
to anode converters when the mains fail. All thermionic 
valves are connected in duplicate, so that in event of cathode 
failure the duplicate valve comes into service. 

The apparatus batteries have sufficient stand-by 
capacity to cater for the longest ancicipated period of 
mains failure. 

At the central station the apparatus battery supplies 
emergency lighting to th0 indicating panel and also to the 
station it self. . Two motor alternator generator sets are 
provided with automatic change-over initiated by frequency, 
high tension1 or motor failure. 

An alarm system is used at the central station which 
gives an audible alarm and indicates the nature of the fault, 
i.e. mains failure, valve burn-out, fuse, frequency generators, 
etc. 

Equipment failure in the transforming station operates 
audible and visual alarms in its associated operating room, 
in which case the attendant can notify the Central Station 
over the system telephone. 

Signal Strengths. 

On metallic lines, the D.C. current employed for 
signalling is approximately 10 milli-amperes at 50 volts, 
whilst for A.C. signalling over repeatered lines the current 
is approximately 2 milli-amperes at 2 volts. 

Simplicity of Signalling Appara~~s. 

It will be observed that the apparatus described consists 
mainly of · simple and robust telephone relays and rotary_ 
selectors, components that have been thoroughly proved in 
service in practically all countries of the world. As an 
additional precaution against the possibility of contact 
trouble due to dust particles, the contact springs of all relays 
are duplicated, there being thus virtually two conducting paths 
in parallel. 
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CONCLUSION• 

An attempt has been made in this paper to give an outline 
of' the f'aoilities provided by central indication and telephone equipment 
·on large interconnected systems and it is hoped will stimulate interest 
and lead to still further davelopment. 

The author desires to express his thanks to the Central 
Eleotrioity Board f'or permission to include in the pa.p:tr the various 
illustrations of the strowger equipment installed on the Grid system.s, 
also to Automatic Eleotrio Company L:indted, Liverpool, for the facilities 
a.ff orded to him in the p reparation of' the p:a. per • 

In presenting this review of what has been accomplished, it 
must be pointed out that the developments descrribed represent the work 
of a number of engineers with 'Whom the author is privileged to be 
associated. 

APPENDIX T. 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS. 

Transforming Stations. 

The potential at 'Which electrical power is generated is 
limited by the practical possibility of insulating the generating 
plant, while the potential at whieh electrical power is transmitted is 
increasad to reduce one of the principil expenditures of the transmission 
system, the cost of the line conductors. For these reasons, power 
is generated at power stations at a potential of 6,600 volts (for example) 
and is stepped up for transmission by transformers to potentials of the 
order of 132 kV or 220 kV. 

11 0.n Load" Tap Change Gear for Transformers. 

Power transformers are often provided with tappings .so that 
the ratio of transf'ornation oan be -varied from time to time to cater 
for change in the lea.ding of' the system. 

On the British Grid System, the limits of ratio variation are 
usually t 10% in steps of 1.43% making a total of 15 "taptt positions. 
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Circuit Breakers. 

Oil immersed circuit breakers., capable of 
rupturing large currents, are used to connect transformers 
to the transmission lines. Such circuit breakers are 
normally electrically operated and are arranged to trip 
automatically in the event of abnormal conditions. 

From a signalling point of view they may be 
regarded as two position devices. 

Isolators. 

Periodically, transformers and circuit breakers 
have to be inspected, cleaned, tested or repaired. Before 
this can be attempted, it is necessary to isolate the 
transform.er or breaker from the rest .of the system and an 
alternative supply arranged. This is usually effected by 
means ofisolating switches. 

In the same category are earthing switches, which 
are operated to "earth" the transmission lines or any 
equipment on which men are about to work. 

Switches of this type are never called upon to 
break heavy currents; they are manually operated and do not 
trip automatically as do circuit breakers; but like the latter 
they can only occupy one of two positions, i.e. open or closed. 

Instrument Transformers. 

High voltages and large currents are measured on 
standard low range instruments tusually 5 amps & 110 volts 
full scale respectively) by interposing an instrument 
transformer between the meter and the supply. The transformer 
also serves to isolate the metering circuits from high 
voltages. 

There are two classes of instrument transform.er, 
one for stepping down the current, the other the voltage. 
These are called current and potential transformers 
respectively. 
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Selector 01::,_Rotary 3-elector. 

Consists of an electro-magnetic mechanism, which by 
means of a ratchet pawl arrangement rotates one or more brushes 
or wipers over a corresponding number of bank contact levels. 
The magnet armature, when o~erated, opens a pair of normally 
closed contacts, so that by energising the switch magnet through 
these interrupter contacts, rapid rotation of the switch is 
obtained. The speed is about 65 steps per second. The 
switch works on the reverse-drive principle, so that the wipers 
do not move until the electro-magnet is de-energised. The 
switch is available up to 8 levels for a 25 contact bank, or 
4 levels for a 50 point bank. 

Thermionic repeaters. 

Are used to amplify, generally for re-transmission, 
line attenuated speech or signe.l frequencies. 
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I. 

TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF VOICE FREQUENCY SIGNALLING 

ON SUPERVISORY SYSTEMS 

FREQUENCES USED :- Low{L) MEDIUM (M) HIGH (H) 
300"' 1250'1.. 1500"\.. 

A siqnal train transmitted to central station 
circuit breakers. transmitter taps & meter 

to correct 
i nd ica t ions. 

N'?I ,.,0 2 N°3 j N'?I N°2 N°3 t-194 N~5 I NOi N02 t,10.3 

OPEN OPEN CI.OSEO I NOT IN ~~E METER .STEP 

~} 1 USE .- +-ETC.1 

M04 N°5 I 
METER STOP I 
~ .,._ETC. 

ETc I -1-+:- ,._.. ........ ~ .,.__...,_.~ 

L~ 

L CIRCUIT Bf?EAl<ERS I TRANSFORMER TAP.S 

'\NVvVIIVVVJV\ ~ 

CON~ECTS RECEIVERS 

METER READING 

I 
I 
I 

2. A selection train transmitted from control room selecting 
a visual instruction indication. 

SeL::CTION iRAI~ 

H 
I 21 PUI..SE.5 I 

...i PULSES ,

1 
_. -+---...

1 
INSTP.UCT!ON 

~ SELECTED M -+- -+ -+ -+- • ..,_ ____ _ 

L I 

lf.JSTRUCTIOt-1 
ANSWERED 

BY 
ATTENDANT 

CALL RELEASED 
BY CONTROL 
ENGINEER 

3. A signal transmitted by control station ro initia.re signal 
train from distant station 

H 
M 

L 



4-. A telephone ea.I I to control desk. 

H +

M 
L +-

,, 
Hello t control desk. I have just isolated, breaker 210 

11 

------- -------
5. A telephone ea.II to manual board 

H. 
M 

L ~ 

sectional eng1rs. office,, 



USE OF AN EXTRA LOW FREQUENCY 350 -v USED WHERE 

TWO STATIONS SHARE THE SAME L lt-JE 

"· The second station waiting to send signal train while first 
station is sending a. signal train 

SECOND STATION ASH'S TO COME IN 

·1.300 7--i:;:_-- -~~-::-.:=-r.:::.T ____ -, 
----1=---------1-- f 

L350 +-I --+1 I I . I 
I i.- .._ }- { ~ ~ I I~ ..... ~ } I 
I I --- I ETC I ...,__ ~ --+-I .--

--t-+------_ _; __ ,~;-1-- - -- _ _j ,s:r ,s1 ,...._ ___________ __, 1s~r,oNI 
STATION ISTATIOHI ,~t STATIONS TOLD I 2~0 STATIONS 

ASKS TOLO I 
ro I TO I SIGNAL TRAIN To I SIGNAL TRAIN 

COME l·coME lcor-1E 
IN · 1N 1 I IN I 

7. A telephone conversation with second station waiting to signal 
a circuit breaker change 

"I don·t quite agree with 

~ 
L350 . TI 
L 300 BREAKER SIGNAL I 
M ASKl,..,(i TO I 
H COME 

TOLD TO 
COME IN 

.. , 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

\/!;Lt I 
1"As I was 
lsa.ying before 
1we were J I 

o,scoNNecrs OTHcR J I 

r
STATIONS TELEPHONE I 
so SIGNALS ARE' I 
NOT MUTlt.ATED. I I I 

I in r-errupt ed" 

I 

J_ I..,_ I -J ..,_ 
,..__ ....,._ } lrELE~f ,s I I 

ETC I ASk'S TOLD I 
+- To I ro f ..,_ 

I BE DO I 
---.---- SET I so I 

SIGNAL. TRAIN I UP I 
AGA1N jTELEPHoNel TELEPHOt-lES 

I I CALL. I I SIGNAL RECONNECTED 

I I I 
I I I . 



·_'..,, .. 

8. A telephone select ion train transmitted to one station from control 
room interrupted by a priority signal train from the ·other station. 

H 

Incomplete selection 
train to N'Z I station 

N'? 2 stations Signal train 
correctinq o.c.a. Transformer 
and meter indications 

I l I I I I 
-t>-__J I -+--1 

''Hello!" 

M _,... ___.. -+ ~ 
I 1 

( etc --·--I+- .,._ J 

I -,------1 1--1 
I -+ -+ ---+ -+- ,.,._ I 

L 
L 

---------..i, 1-4-

J
I --I)-I 

. I t ! 
N9 2 station- I 4-N? 2 station 
~sks to come I is told to 
1n I come in 

I 1.1 < t:✓ r < < < <, 

1------...------
1 Complete select-ion train ! 
I I 

I Telephone selected j 
and called 

Telephone answered---...., 

Conversation.--------




